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New Pups! 

f you have purchased pups from Kim’s wonderful breeding program, congratulations! 

You have purchased pups from the premier Maremma breeder in the United States – 

bar none.  

If you are considering purchasing pups from Kim, I hope you will find the information in this 

booklet helpful! 

Kim has carefully crafted her breeding program, using dogs with a strong genetic blueprint as 

working dogs, and she uses them as working dogs. This is important if you hope the pups you pur-

chased will work as skillful, trustworthy LGDs for you someday. Her breeding dogs have all had 

their hips certified through either OFA or PennHIP testing, which improves their likelihood of pro-

ducing sound pups. LGDs lead a physically demanding life, so this is essential. 

There is no breeder in the industry who does a better job of training their puppies than Kim does, 

not even close. This training begins well before the puppies open their eyes or can hear, because a 

dog’s olfactory sense is on overdrive at this age. You have no doubt heard that “born in a barn” mat-

ters; it does. But training only starts there. By the time Kim places her pups they have seen and 

heard so much! They also have been working full-time as guardians from about the age of six weeks. 

Even at this age, they are the experts at being LGDs – so where do you, as a new owner, come into 

the picture? As a student of your dogs, and as their working partner if you earn that right. LGDs do 

not believe they are “owned” by anyone. They have been selectively bred to think and make deci-

sions on their own rather than to look to a human for instruction. But, as a working partner, you do 

need to be able to influence the behavior of your dogs, so how does that happen? Read on. 

Kim’s pups, and her adult dogs, have no idea it is possible for them to make a mistake, and they 

have never “failed” at anything. How is this possible? Kim’s dogs are managed in environments that 

support the behaviors she wants to see more of, and the dogs are redirected from behaviors she 

doesn’t want to see to a behavior she does want. They are reinforced for that new behavior; no mis-

take – new behavior.  
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Training is about creating behavior – not stopping it 

https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/training-is-about-creating-behavior-not-
stopping-it 

 

So, chasing goats just won’t work for anyone. Kim’s dogs won’t hear “Bad dog!” Instead, they will 

hear “Hey dog, wanna come over here and see what is happening???” Both options stop chase be-

havior, but one method of training builds relationship with the owner while the other can tear it 

apart. People who scold dogs are not well trusted by dogs. The dog’s behavior makes sense to him, 

and all of a sudden this otherwise peaceful human becomes unpredictable, friendly to not friendly. 

Traditional training supported “correcting (punishing)” a dog’s mistakes, but there is a much better 

way! Science, which governs how dogs learn, supports positive reinforcement methods – because 

this makes sense to dogs! This, they are happy to be influenced by! So, let me tell you about how this 

works. 
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The Clicker Training Game 

o these words make you shiver with resistance? They sure did me, for a long time. 

Common sense tells me that a little piece of plastic holds no magic, and I have success-

fully trained all sorts of animals over the years without using one, so why would I now? 

Science. 

Clicker training is more accurately termed “marker” training. A sound, or an event, is paired with 

a behavior the instant it happens. Then that click is quickly followed by something the dog enjoys. 

Any behavior that is reinforced with something the dog enjoys is more likely to happen with fre-

quency because the dog learns it pays to do this behavior. With marker training, dogs learn that 

through their behavior they can make humans do something. How cool is that? Can you imagine 

what that must mean to a dog, an animal who may have little control of his world in general?  

Look at how purposeful these pups are in the following post in making me feed them baked 

chicken. I had never met these pups. A couple of the pups would not have welcomed my hands on 

them, but they were all willing to play this training game with me: 

 

Training With the Prancing Pony Pups!  
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/training-with-the-prancing-pony-pups 

 

Dogs that learn to use their behavior to control their world are more likely to feel safe and confi-

dent in their world. They can afford to move around in their world with serene confidence because 

they feel safe. LGDs are bred to treat novel situations with suspicion. Being around an unpredictable 

human, one who scolds, is unsettling to LGDs. As minimally biddable dogs, they often choose to 

keep their distance from unpredictable humans. Have you heard that LGDs are stubborn, difficult to 

train, and don’t come when called? Here’s your first clue as to how said dogs were managed and 

why they would make choices like that. I will tell you that I can whisper to my dogs, or use hand 

D 
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gestures, and have their rapt attention and willingness to change their behavior. The difference is in 

the training language used, not in the breed of dogs or in an individual. 

 

Why Clicking and Correction Doesn’t Work – The Poisoned Cue 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/why-clicking-and-correction-used-together-

doesn-t-work-the-poisoned-cue 

Kim’s pups began to learn how to use their behavior to control people, through clicker training, 

by at least by four weeks of age, about the time baked chicken popped into their mouths was appre-

ciated. The first clicker behaviors taught become default behaviors for dogs for the rest of their 

lives. The first clicker behaviors Kim’s pups were taught are that eye contact with a human will be 

reinforced, as will manding. Manding is an offered sit, not an asked for sit. The dog comes to the 

human. The butt plunks down. The eyes of the dog gaze adoringly up into the eyes of the human. 

Beautiful.   

 

Manding - What It Is 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/manding-part-1 

 

Manding - Why Teach It? 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/manding-why-teach-it 

 

Not “Sit” 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/not-sit 

Such lovely behaviors, so easy to teach, so wonderful to live with. For instance, a pup that learns 

to mand to ask for a human’s attention need never put his feet on the human to ask for attention. A 

pup is still a pup, so bouncy behavior will happen, but that isn’t the same thing as the pup using it to 

get attention. 

 

Teaching an Incompatible Behavior 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/teaching-an-incompatible-behavior 
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Here’s Where You Come In 

im’s pups think everyone they meet knows how to play this game, this “reinforce for op-

erant behaviors” game. Imagine how confusing it would be for the pups if you, as their 

new owner, are the first human your pups have ever met who does not understand this 

language. You don’t want to be that first person! Instead, you want to dovetail into the training rela-

tionship that Kim has had with them. This is very possible, and is easier than you might think.  

What if you make a mistake? What if the pup offers a behavior he expects to have reinforced and 

you don’t? In the short term, this is not a big problem. Just reinforce the pup when you realize you 

needed to. But in the long term, not reinforcing these behaviors will mean that the dog will choose 

to offer them less often. I always feel that if I have a dog’s eyes, I also have his brain. Two very large 

dogs sitting in front of me, rather than putting their feet on me, is important to me so I am very 

careful to reinforce these behaviors frequently. 

Do you have to use a clicker? No, you don’t, but the dog may learn new behaviors faster if you 

do. The click is fast and consistent, so it is easy to pair this sound with the behavior you want to re-

inforce. Using your voice is slower and inconsistent.  
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A Click Is a Promise 

im’s pups know that a click will be followed by a reinforcement. In your early time with 

your new pups, using food (treat) reinforcement is a good idea. As you build your rela-

tionship with your pups they will learn to be reinforced by your voice, and by your 

touch, but don’t assume this is true in the beginning. People often think their voice and touch mat-

ters to their dogs. What is true is that this is a conditioned response, a learned response by the dog. 

Food is a primary reinforcement because it is necessary for the dog’s survival. It does not have to be 

learned in the same way as secondary reinforcers are. How do you know if your voice, or touch, is 

reinforcing to the dog? You will see it in the dog’s body language. (I hope you will read the book 

about calming signals listed at the end of this document.) If the dog doesn’t seem to be reinforced 

by what you just did, try something else. What is reinforcing to the dog is decided upon by the dog. 

 

Treat Selection & Preparation 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/treat-selection-preparation 

 

Using a Clicker to Teach Confidence 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/using-a-clicker-to-teach-confidence 

 

Going From "No" and "Wrong" to "Change" and "Create" as a Trainer 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/going-from-no-and-wrong-to-change-and-

create-as-a-trainer 

 

Biddability & LGDs 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/biddability-lgds 

K 
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Training Should Be Ongoing 

ost of the skills your dog needs to continue to build on with you have to do with taking 

instruction from people. Having a training language with your pup, a training relation-

ship of trust and partnership, is essential for any owner who hopes to influence his 

pup’s behavior in a positive fashion. 

Training should not be done only, or mostly, in response to “problems” with your pups. Con-

sistent training makes it possible to raise pups all the way from the day you get them, and on to 

adulthood, without drama or risk to the pups. Owner participation is essential, as is reaching out to 

appropriate human mentors. Be careful here, though. People tend to give advice freely. Look for 

mentoring from someone who uses their dogs as you want to use yours. Look for a mentor who has 

had LOTS of experience with LOTS of dogs like yours. Reach out to a certified trainer. But honestly, 

given that you have Kim, and you have me, I hope you don’t come to feel that you need to look be-

yond coaching from the two of us to protect your precious pups.  

 

 

.  
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How Do I Know If I’m Doing It Right? 

ou know you are making good training choices, good management choices, if your pups 

are relaxed, confident, and repeating behaviors you like. If any of this isn’t true, your 

first move should be to change the environment for the pups: less space, friendlier live-

stock, fewer stimuli as examples. If this doesn’t work, and maybe even if it does, reach out to Kim 

for her mentoring. Kim will answer your questions endlessly, for the life of your dogs. Think of that; 

an LGD expert on retainer for life! Take advantage of this situation, sooner rather than later. It is so 

much easier to change a behavior when it is just beginning, rather than when it has been thoroughly 

learned.  

You also have me. I am a certified professional dog trainer specializing in LGD training. I have 

been trained by more than 250 Maremmas, over the last few years, in addition to my substantial on-

going formal education. I am here to support you. I offer one-on-one personal training through the 

use of Zoom training sessions, in addition to other services. I have training clients all across the 

United States. Zoom is a really good training option for LGDs. 
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What Is Working with a Trainer Like? 

 trainer’s job is to empower the owner and help that owner understand how the pup 

learns, and why he does what he does. This is accomplished by adding new tools to the 

training toolbox the owner already has. Most people who purchase LGDs have some 

training experience. Some of that experience is valuable to the training of LGDs, and some of it will 

get in the way. A qualified trainer can help you sort that out. 

It is wise to get out front with your education of yourself, rather than in response to problems. 

Waiting until you see an issue will put you always one step behind your pups, and with them already 

having learned a behavior you may now need to figure out how to change. 

Working with a trainer is an investment in yourself. Beginners need training support, as do expe-

rienced handlers. I continually add to my own education. 

Your experience with a trainer should make you feel as happy and confident as your pup does 

with clicker training. If that is not the case, find a new trainer! 

Here is a link that will explain more about what you can expect from Zoom training sessions 

when working with me: 

 

https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/zoom-training 
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Did You Know? 

early 30% of all LGDs in this country “fail”, and many of them are euthanized because of 

their learned behaviors. Through education, both Kim and I hope to change this statistic 

one dog at a time. Your dogs are not likely to fail! Why? Because of their genetic 

makeup, their early training, and Kim, and you, and me. Raise, cultivate, and create confident dogs. 

Reach out for support early and often!  

Top 8 Reasons LGDs Fail 
 https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/top-8-reasons-lgds-fail 

 

The Top 10 Reasons LGDs Fail – Plus One More: The Responsibility of 
Social Media  

https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/the-top-10-reasons-lgds-fail-plus-one-more-
the-responsibility-of-social-media  

 

Through partnership with the breeder, and the careful participation of the owner, a deep rela-

tionship between the LGD and owner is possible, as is shown in the blog post below. 

Everything Right  
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/everything-right 

 

Cues in Action! Verbal Marker, Clicker, Environmental Cues, Targeting, 
Redirecting, Click for Calm 

https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/cues-in-action-verbal-marker-clicker-
environmental-cues-targeting-redirecting-click-for-calm  
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Starting Your Own Education as a Trainer 

re you ready to get started on your own education? The course below was the beginning 

for me, and for many, many of my training clients. It is a wonderful course! 

 

Karen Pryor Academy Dog Trainer Foundations Course 

My own introduction to clicker training came through my completion of the Karen Pryor Acad-

emy Dog Trainer Foundations Course. This comprehensive course is a realistic goal even in the busy 

life of a rancher such as myself. It was so valuable to me because it helped me to understand the sci-

ence behind how dogs learn. Once I had a better grasp of that, I was able to make more informed 

training choices. I think my dogs breathed a collective sigh of relief because what I asked of them 

was now more realistic; most of the time they could give me the behaviors I asked of them. 

It began to take me much less time to train my dogs, in part because we made fewer mistakes to-

gether. 

The course is written with the companion dog owner in mind, so the training activities presented 

in it are tailored for that purpose. I printed the training activities to practice later with my border 

collie “Jessie,” rather than using them with my Maremmas, and then set about experimenting with 

how I could apply these scientific principles to life with my Maremmas. 

In 2021, I published a book.  Livestock Guardian Dog Training Manual: Applying the Karen Pryor 

Academy Dog Trainer Foundations Course to Training Livestock Guardian Dogs. You can find it on 

Amazon; I have included a link to purchase it below. This training manual takes you step by step, as 

you go through the coursework, and explains how it is valuable to you with your Maremmas. 

I firmly believe in the combination of the Karen Pryor foundations course, in tandem with the 

training manual I wrote, as keys to success. This combination protects LGDs daily all across the 

country. It is powerful information.  

I hope you will consider both. 

A 
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Link to purchase the Foundations course: 

https://karenpryoracademy.com/courses/dog-trainer-foundations/ 
 

Link to purchase the training manual from Amazon: 

https://www.amazon.com/Livestock-Guardian-Dog-Training-Manual/dp/B09M527FD5/ 
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And Now . . . Let’s Train Pups! 

 have been taught that the difference between a good trainer and a great trainer are the 

basics done well. I consider these four behaviors – eye contact, manding, touching a tar-

get, and following a target – to be the foundation basic behaviors (skills) for my own 

Maremmas. These skills are ones that I use again and again to teach new behaviors and to foster fu-

ture learning.  

Working with your pups in establishing foundation skills will help you develop a training part-

nership with them. Your pups from Kim have been taught the first two behaviors; you can teach the 

next two! But first, you’ll need to start at the beginning with your pups, because even though they 

know the first two behaviors already, they don’t know them with you because the way you ask for 

them will be a little different than it was with Kim. 

 

Trainer tips 
I hold my clicker in my non-dominant hand, with my home base for that hand at my side near 

my front pocket. I deliver treats with my dominant hand; my home base for that hand is on my 

chest. My treat hand returns to home base each time after I deliver treats, before I ask for the next 

behavior. 

I deliver treats to the mouth of my learner if I want the dog to stay near me. If I want the dog to 

move away, so that he can return to me for repeated behaviors, I toss the treat. Sometimes I treat to 

the dog’s mouth, and then toss an additional treat to move the dog away from me.  

Some puppies seem to have a mouth full of teeth, rather than soft lips. With those pups I deliver 

treats by dropping them to the ground in front of the pup or by tossing them. For pups like this, rap-

id treat delivery helps them avoid frustration at having to wait for the something wonderful they are 

anticipating. This makes it less likely that they will bite. 

When working with more than one dog at a time always treat every dog. The click happens for 

the dog you are looking at. The other dogs are being paid for being nearby, and many other offered 

I 
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behaviors that don’t need to be identified/marked at that time. Paying all the dogs decreases the 

likelihood of the dogs competing with each other for treats or attention. All the dogs learn that all 

training sessions are wonderful for everyone. The link below shows how I treat two dogs who might 

have an inclination to compete with each other. This can be much truer of mature dogs, rather than 

of pups. 

 

How to Train and Reward Two Dogs at the Same Time 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/how-to-train-and-reward-two-dogs-at-the-

same-time 

 

I keep my training sessions short. The length of a training session is typically less than a minute 

long. In that time span I may mark and reinforce a dog several times. I often start a training session 

with a fistful of treats, and end the session when I feed what is in my hand. Then I take a break of a 

few minutes and then can start another training session. 

I use a start and stop ritual so that the dogs know when a training session is happening, so that 

they know if their behavior is likely to be marked and reinforced. I ask the dogs if they want to play 

a game in an upbeat tone when I begin a session. I tell the dogs “All done” when a session has ended, 

also said in a pleasant tone but with less upbeat energy. When trained behaviors are offered outside 

of a training session, I reinforce the dog verbally or with a snuggle. 

I do almost all of my training off-leash, in the fields the dogs work in. Sometimes training ses-

sions start, per the perception of the dog, as soon as the dog sees me, so I always approach the dog 

already organized and prepared to train. 

Training should be fun! There is no room for criticism, of your dog or of yourself. A mistake is an 

opportunity to try again, this time with more information. Nothing more. Mistakes, if you must 

think of them as that, are times when learning happens just as when things go as planned. A short 

memory of a mistake is better than a long one. Just notice what happened and move on. Make the 

lesson for the dog a little easier this time so that he is more likely to be successful, and then cele-

brate that win together. 

Use a clicker and high-value treats to teach a new behavior. This includes if the behavior is new 

to you. Once the behavior is well learned you can switch to a verbal marker, if you’d like, and quite 

possibly to lesser value treats. The advantage of that is that you can carry dog cookies in your jacket 

pocket! Carrying baked chicken in a pocket is messy! 

Training should be a journey of successes, even when introducing a new behavior that the dog 

may not get right every time. When teaching a new behavior, start by asking for a few repetitions of 

a behavior the dog knows well, such as eye contact or manding. Then introduce the new behavior in 

a way that is almost certainly likely to work. If the dog is successful, mark and reinforce the behav-

ior, and do the sequence again. If he isn’t successful, shift right back to a behavior the dog knows 

well and mark and reinforce that. Then try the new behavior again, this time making the right 
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choice easier for the dog. In your training sessions, you should always strive for a balance of old 

(easy) behaviors and new (challenging, maybe frustrating) behaviors so that training is always fun. 
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Learning Capturing 

o “capture” a behavior, select a behavior that is perfect just as the dog offers it. Then 

mark it and reinforce it. The dog will offer that behavior more often because he has 

learned that doing so often produces reinforcement, such as treats, praise, or snuggles. 

Capturing eye contact and manding is a great place to start as you learn the skill of capturing behav-

ior. 

It is possible to attach a cue to a captured behavior. I do that with many captured behaviors, but 

with these two behaviors I prefer to leave them as offered behaviors most of the time, rather than as 

cued behaviors. 

 

You’ll need 

Clicker 

High-value treats, such as baked chicken, cheese, hot dogs 

Treat bag 

Your dog – or dogs 

 

Setup 

Remember that your goal is to capture behavior that is offered, not asked for, but you can create 

a likelihood the behaviors will be offered through how you structure the session. Walk to where 

your dogs are working – and pause. Your dog is likely to look at you – eye contact – or come and sit 

at your feet – manding. Be ready. Also, if you continue to gaze into the beautiful eyes of your dog he 

will continue to do the same. If you want a repetition of behavior look away, or move, or both.  

 

Training 

As you move around with your dog, or dogs, mark the behavior you want to see when it is hap-

pening – not after it has ended. Deliver your reinforcement quickly. Reset the dog by tossing a treat 

T 
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away from you or by you moving, and repeat the sequence. Remember to keep your sessions very 

short and use your start and stop ritual. Do two or three sessions and then stop for the day, or at 

least a relatively significant period of time. Several short sessions are much more effective than one 

long session. 
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Using Shaping to Build Behaviors 

e are going to teach these next two behaviors using a technique called “shaping.” I think 

of shaping a behavior as building a behavior one tiny piece at a time. Using shaping, a 

complex behavior is taught by reinforcing the tiny pieces of that complex behavior 

while asking for increasing difficulty. At first, just doing the first piece of the goal behavior is rein-

forced. The next step is to ask for a tiny bit more of the goal behavior and reinforcing for that. If the 

dog can’t give you the bigger piece of the behavior just yet, if you asked for too much too soon, you 

quickly shift back to an easy, known behavior, reinforce for that, and try to shape the new behavior 

again, this time not making it quite as difficult. 

A captured behavior cannot be reinforced unless it is perfect as the dog offers it, so if he forgets 

to do the behavior you have no way to ask for it to bring the behavior back. With a behavior that 

was taught using shaping, it is possible to reinforce a piece of the goal behavior and build it again as 

was done using shaping in the first place. Many behaviors can be shaped that were originally taught 

using another method. An example of that would be teaching a dog that knows how to mand to sit 

on cue. The behavior of sitting is actually made up of many small pieces of behavior – movement. I 

can reinforce tiny pieces of those movements, building toward my goal behavior of a sit, using shap-

ing. A single behavior may have several different cues. My border collie will sit if I give her the 

verbal cue, but she will also sit if I use my hand signal cue for the same behavior. 

Of all the things I have learned through my education about clicker training, two things are most 

valuable: seeing the positive, what to create rather than what to stop, and shaping. I use shaping eve-

ry day of my life with almost every dog I own.  
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Learning Targeting 

argeting means teaching the dog to place part of his body on a physical object. In our 

case, we are going to teach the dog to touch a hand with his nose, but targeting has end-

less possibilities! This is a very valuable skill for a dog to have. Once a dog understands 

how to target something to something – the concept – teaching him to target other body parts to 

other types of targets gets easier as you go. Dogs love targeting because it isn’t ambiguous. A target 

is a real thing, every time. The presence of the target can be the cue, if it is taught that way, or a cue 

can be used just before the target is presented. This is usually what I prefer. 

Here are a couple of ways that I use this skill with my dogs in real life: 

I use it to recall my dogs. I give the verbal cue and then decisively show my hand as a target. My 

dogs are impatient to put their noses in my hand because the behavior is ALWAYS attached to a 

treat. Very often, when people call a dog, the request is more of an order than it is an opportunity 

for something good. Using a hand target to recall a dog takes care of that as the cue and target are 

consistently just an opportunity. My border collie comes flying to me from 30 feet away when I 

show her a hand target! Great enthusiasm! 

I use it as an incompatible behavior with a dog putting his feet on me. If a dog is approaching me 

and I think he plans to jump up, I cue a nose target just before his front feet leave the ground. I cue 

it at my side, so now the dog is also positioned at my side rather than in front of me. That makes him 

less likely to put his feet on me in the moments after he has targeted to my hand. 

 

You’ll need 

Clicker 

High-value treats, such as baked chicken, cheese, hot dogs 

Treat bag 

Your dog – or dogs 

 

T 
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Setup 

Decide what your verbal cue will be for this behavior, if you choose to use one. I use the word 

“Touch.” Decide how you will present the target. I hold my hand stiffly, thumb flat with my fingers, 

and move with a downward slicing motion. This helps me to make it clear to the dog that my hand 

has become a target, and opportunity to earn a reinforcement, rather than just a hand. 

Targeting is a moving skill, so the dog needs to be standing or walking when you give your cue 

and present the target. If the dog is manding, just toss a treat away from you to move the dog to his 

feet. After he eats the treat on the ground, get his attention so that he turns back to you. When he is 

close to you, cue the new behavior and present your target. 

Now, have you figured out that this behavior will be a little more difficult for you to teach from a 

mechanical standpoint? You can’t hold a fistful of treats and hold your hand flat. You will need to 

cue the behavior and present the target, mark the behavior, and then quickly reach into your treat 

pouch for a treat for each dog. This is the third behavior I teach my dogs because they are now 

clicker dogs, in that they know that the click means reinforcement is coming. They will understand 

how to wait a little bit patiently for me to reach for a treat and deliver it at this point in their 

training. 

Trying to learn a new behavior can be frustrating or confusing for the dog, so make it as obvious 

for the dog as possible to be successful. Do a few easy behaviors, try the new one a time or two, and 

go back to a few easy behaviors. If training becomes increasingly difficult for the dog, it isn’t much 

fun. 

Remember to use your start and stop ritual at the beginning and end of each session. 

 

Training 

Give your verbal cue an instant before you present the hand target. Place your target hand on the 

nose of the dog – click and pay. Repeat this sequence a few times, ending sessions as needed. You 

will notice that the dog will begin to anticipate your hand target as you get close to his nose, once he 

figures out this new game. You can now give your verbal cue and then present your hand target 

close to the dog’s nose but not quite touching it. Click as he places his nose in your palm. Click and 

reinforce a few times. This is the shaping piece. 

As the dog becomes clear on what this new goal behavior is you can increase the difficulty – 

slowly. If you go too fast, if you ask the dog to move toward your hand from too far away, your dog 

will become confused and possibly frustrated. Take your time. Part of the value of training is in the 

journey rather than the end goal behavior. Hold your hand still. If the dog does not move to touch 

your hand, remove your target hand and cue an easy behavior. Then try again. 

 

How to Teach Touch and Look 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/how-to-teach-touch-look 
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How to Teach a Dog to Touch a Hand Target 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/2021-sarika-x-milan-litter-21-weeks-

targeting 
 

Teaching a Maremma to Come When Called – Recall 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/teaching-a-maremma-to-come-when-called-

recall 
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More Targeting! 

et’s teach your pup to follow a hand target! I love this skill! I use it so much. In most cir-

cumstances, I see the use of a leash as a safety line only, not as instructive to the dog. I 

use the follow hand target skill for loose-leash walking; my dog will follow my hand at 

my side without the need of a leash. To move my dogs, I use the follow target skill. I can move them 

through a flock of sheep, for instance, by just asking them to keep their nose on my hand as I walk 

through the flock. Easy stuff indeed. It is wonderful to be able to move my dogs around without 

having to remember to bring a leash with me. If safety is an issue, I use a leash as my backup plan, 

but in pastures I seldom need one. 

 

You’ll need 

Clicker 

High-value treats, such as baked chicken, cheese, hot dogs 

Treat bag 

Your dog – or dogs 

 

Setup 

A dog must be standing in order to follow a target. As the dog becomes more skilled at following 

a target you may be able to bring him from a sit just by giving the follow target cue, but that is a 

more advanced use of the follow target skill. Let’s start with something easy; let’s move a dog that is 

already targeting. 

Decide what your follow target cue will be. I use my hand with my fingertips together, my hand 

in almost a cone shape rather than flat. I also sometimes wiggle my fingers to get my dog’s attention 

to my hand. I seldom use a verbal cue with this behavior because the dog is already near me. With 

asking for a nose target, I may use that skill as one form of a recall, so I may need to use a verbal cue 

L 
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to get his attention. With a follow target skill, I am moving a dog who is already near me and en-

gaged with me. 

Dogs follow environment cues. Dogs follow feet. Because of this, I usually ask the dog to follow 

from my side, while I am walking forward with the dog. I can also ask the dog to follow me while I 

back up, but that is more difficult for the dog to understand. 

Remember to use your start and stop ritual to begin and end the session, including when you end 

the follow target movement of the dog. Warm up the dog by asking for a few known behaviors be-

fore you ask for this more complex one. 

Follow target is a moving behavior. Clicker training is about offered behavior. Antecedent setup 

is everything. So. Play with your dog! Move him around playfully, and then cue this follow behavior. 

His body is likely to already be moving, he is already having fun and is engaged with you. He won’t 

even notice you slipped in something so serious as a cue to a new behavior! Invisible training is 

wonderful, and training is always a game. “Instruction” is serious; games are fun and easy. Make 

your cues part of a game and keep it light. 

 

Training 

When the dog is in a standing position, or walking, ask him to target to your hand. Change the 

shape of your hand to your follow target shape, click and reinforce. This is the first shaping piece. 

Next, add a little distance when you use your follow target cue. It will help the dog to understand 

that you want him to move if you also move your feet; click and reinforce. 

Follow target is a moving behavior, so stopping the behavior to deliver reinforcement can inter-

rupt the nice flow of this behavior. I like to keep walking. I ask the dog to follow, click and treat 

while walking, give the follow target cue again, click and reinforce again. This should be a rapid 

rhythm. I might do this sequence five times, so no more than five strides in the beginning, and then 

end the session. 

This is a very easy skill to teach with capturing as well. If your dog is walking next to you, place 

your follow cue hand near his nose and keep walking, mark and reinforce while walking. Then stop 

and give the dog a good snuggle. Surprise! He just learned a piece of a new skill and the dog thought 

he was just hanging out with you. How cool is that? A training session that is mere seconds long can 

be very valuable, and even a busy person can find a few seconds to train a dog. 

 

Summary 

This blog post and video were created to support the Shelby pups as they moved to their new 

homes. The Shelby pups were a litter of ten pups that spent two months in training with me in 2022. 

I created this post just before most of them went to their new homes, some to novice owners, be-

cause I was worried that they would be dragged by leashes and collars, as is common with new 

owners. Part of what the video shows (toward the end, just in case you don’t want to watch the 

whole thing) is a demonstration of loose leash walking with my border collie, using a less typical 

way to teach this skill. 
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The Shelby Puppies – Puppies as Sovereign 
https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/the-shelby-pups-puppies-as-sovereign 

 

Leash Work – How It Differs from Companion Dogs 

https://www.bensonmaremmas.com/post/leash-work-for-lgds-how-it-differs-from-
companion-dogs 
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Wrapping It Up 

Congratulations for making it to this point! I hope this document has been helpful to 

you, and I hope you enjoyed doing a little training with your new pups. 
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This incredible little book is a “must read” for all dog owners. Through Turid’s lovely words and 

understanding of dogs, and through her photography, she helps to unravel some of the mysteries of 

why dogs do the things they do; what they are trying to say to each other. 

In turn, you will be better able to mindfully use your own body language to communicate more 

clearly with your own dogs. 

My good wishes go with you! 

 

 

 
 

 






